How to build a healthtech start-up
From inventions to investors, we present a rough guide to turning clinical expertise into entrepreneurial gold.
Alex Menys CEO of Motilent T he career of a clinician is a long one. The average consultant can reach a substantive post by the age of 40, meaning he or she can spend almost a full working lifetime again in that position. In the past clinicians have turned to teaching, private work or research to 'spice up' core NHS duties. However, in the past decade or two, tech start-ups have been an increasingly popular extracurricular activity for medics. Starting a company, developing and seeing it grow and influence the field you're passionate about is incredibly rewarding and, if done right, can be an exhilarating and productive use of your time, training and network.
Four years ago, while studying for my PhD, I founded a medical technology company called Motilent. The core technology is a novel method of assessing gastrointestinal motility using MRI data. Looking back, I really struggle to think of a product or concept more difficult to sell -it's a high-tech, not-inexpensive imaging solution to what most clinicians refer to as a 'functional' problem. So, after several years, the fact that Motilent (a) still exists, (b) has managed to raise funding and (c) supports a growing number of large studies should be an indication that many things are possible in the weird and wonderful world of medical entrepreneurship.
The purpose of this article is to pass on some observations from my experience of what it's like to form a small but aspirational business to tackle a medical challenge.
WHAT PROBLEM ARE YOU SOLVING?
This is not as simple as it sounds. Not being able to identify 'x' may be a technical and scientific problem but if there's no real-world action you can take, informed by your ability to identify 'x' , then you haven't helped anyone. For most clinicians, this part of the process is straightforward. The question 'where does this fit into the patient's treatment plan?' is the cornerstone of medical training. Improving patient care (the 'solving') interchanges nicely with the 'value proposition' and needs to be the first thing you can articulate when talking about your concept for a business.
A clear articulation of the problem then becomes the opening paragraph of your business plan. Get this drafted as a next step if you're serious about starting a business. In writing a business plan you'll (a) realise how much you're missing and (b) demonstrate control over the project. The person who writes the business plan owns the business in this early state and so this is an empowering first step. Get your old uni pal who went into finance to give it a critical review over a pint.
THE SOLUTION
When you've figured out your problem/solution and the business isn't immediately torpedoed by your solution already existing, you normally need to make something. It could be a service, a device or a concept but somewhere along the line this needs to manifest itself as something people can interact with. I need to be a bit generic here but you'll likely come up with a physical or virtual thing.
With the exception of pharmaceutical compounds (which are outside the scope of this article), I'd emphasise getting a prototype together as quickly and cheaply as possible. For Motilent it was 'easy' because we're a software company, server space is cheap, open-source libraries are plentiful and a 'minimum viable product' (MVP) can be produced inexpensively. Going down this route you can (a) get user feedback, (b) demonstrate the all-important traction and (c) illustrate your value proposition.
I'd like to emphasise that this is not just the case for softwarephysical devices too can be 'bodged' together and used in phantoms/ ex vivo (I'd not recommend on yourself or loved ones, although that has happened in many cases) to great effect and we probably all know at least one eccentric individual who has gone down this route. The impact of taking a good business plan and a prototype to help a potential investor get interested not only helps explain what it is you're up to but also demonstrates commitment. Importantly, your MVP can also reveal the hidden value of your innovation. It might not be in treatment outcome, for example, but may lead to a cost-or time-saving -perhaps the most important aspect of healthcare innovation currently -that you hadn't explicitly thought about when coming up with your idea.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
'Intellectual property' refers to creations of the mind (aka your idea/ solution) that specifically can be captured by various legal instruments. If you have a software solution, you are going to be exposed because patents are hard to effect. Therefore you have to sprint to market and hope you build enough of a brand and domain knowledge to overcome the need for locked-down IP. Conversely, for products that you can physically touch (eg your innovative stent or surgical instrument) you can file patent applications relatively cheaply and take the promise of protection to investors, providing a massive tick for the security of your concept. I cannot understate how important this is for investors, who ideally want to sell this business for multiple millions down the line. Additionally, make sure you contractually have freedom to operate with current employers -they might expect a 'slice' if you're profiteering out of what they consider to be their infrastructure.
THE TEAM
Early investors want to see a good idea, a plausible solution and some evidence of exploitable IP -but all of this is irrelevant if they don't like you as a person. At the early stage they are investing in you as much they are the concept. If you are a clinician, investors are likely to see you as 'the knowledge' in your medical area and accept whatever you say. On the other hand, they will also assume you're an idiot when it comes to business or technical aspects arising from your concept, and potentially exploitable.
Of course, you can do it alone but your short-term chances of success will be much improved by bringing one or two highly skilled, complementary personalities into the mix. You don't need to lavish equity around unless people really earn it (by which I mean, give up their day jobs), but don't be stingy. A few per cent for accomplishing specific objectives can really help motivate people. The objectives that matter (eg defining your route to market) will reveal themselves through writing the business plan and it'll be very clear who and what you need. If you've plonked the business plan in front of them and have the 'vision', there'll be fewer questions about who owns this thing but it's lonely, difficult and inefficient trying to do everything yourself.
CONCLUSIONS
It's really hard to tell when someone becomes a successful entrepreneur. It's probably after you find yourself never needing to work again. By that definition, I'm a pretty long way off. But one thing I have learnt is that the process you go through, when addressing these points above, teaches you a different way to look at the world that really complements the profession you hail from originally. I think the value in the process can be realised -win or lose -with respect to the 'fat exit' that buys you a small island somewhere.
Investors
You'll see this word a lot so let's clear it up. An investor will put money into your business in exchange (usually) for equity or shares in your company. Investors may be 'friends, family and fools' with some spare cash, 'Angels' (investing £100,000 to £1 million) and venture capitalists (investing £1 million to £100 million+). At some point you're going to have to get funding, so the short-term objective of starting a healthcare business is making yourself attractive to these people and raising as much as you can for as little (equity) as possible. Doing it on the cheap -or 'bootstrapping' -retains equity and is considered purist, but takes time and effort. Using your reputation and partnering up with some business heavyweights can see funding results quickly but prepare to cede some control. Addressing the points in this article should help, in any case.
